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justifies the belief that it lias corne to stay. The sane feeling
which should inspire a Canadian dentist to support a Camzdian
journal devoted to his specialty, no matter how many foreign rivals
there may be, should induce every intelligent Canadian to give the
Reviewia place in his home. A journal of this kind should be on
every dèntist's table.

A New Medical Dictionary ; a compact, concise vocabulary, includ-
ing all the words and phrases used in Medicine, with their
proper pronunciation and definition, based on recent medical
literature. By GEO. M. GOULU, A.B., M.D. P. Blakiston,
Son & Co., Philadelphia ; E. M. Renouf, Montreal ; or any
Toronto bookscller. Small octavo, 520 pages; half dark
Icather, $3.25, with thumb index, half morocco, marbled cdges,
$4.25.

The need of a new medicai dictionary has bcen keenly felt,
especially by students, within the last few years, owing to the
advancement in medical and surgical science. This work is not a
mere compilation from other dictionaries ; the definitions have
been made by the aid of the most recent standard text-books. It
includes several thousand new words not contained in any similar
work ; tables of the abbreviations used in medicine, of the arteries,
of the bacilli ; giving the name, habitat, characteristics, etc., of
ganglia, leucomaines, microcci, muscles, nerves, plexuses, ptornaines,
etc. It is a decided luxury to the stûdent, and will, no doubt,
become a text-book in the colleges. In fact, it is a little library in
itself.

Irregdarities of the Teeth and their Treainent. By EUGENE S.
TALBOT, M.D., D.D.S. Second edition, revised and enlarged.
234 illustrations. Philadelphia: P. Blackiston, Son & Co.,
1890. E. M. Renouf, Montreal, or any Toronto bookseller.

Dr. Talbot has in this new edition produced a really valuable
work, which only an earnest and experienced author could write.
Part I., comprising one hundred and sixty-six pages, is devoted to
the etiology of irregularities, dis.cussing constitutional and local
causes very fully and clearly. An historical sketch of theories
regarding the etiology of ir.regularjties -of the maxillæ as well as
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